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Everybody’s Talking
Perfect offi ce pet: Some stores may have pet cats, mechanic 
shops have pet dogs, and hairdressing salons have pet birds, but 
a pet alpaca is unusual. That is the case with a video production 
company in the city of Wuxi near Shanghai, China. A llama-
alpaca mix named Tuo Baiwan regularly visits the offi ce, 
providing a dose of relaxation to employees. Tuo Baiwan is the 
perfect mammal to do this, as he enjoys being petted and getting 
treats from the staff. He also loves for employees to take breaks 
and lead him out to the grassy grounds so he can roll around.

Cool car: To say that Nguyen Dac Chung is a Batman fan 
would be an understatement. In fact, the architecture student 
from Hanoi, Vietnam, is so enamoured with the character 
that he decided to build his own Batmobile. The replica has 
an engine and suspension system, and it can be driven around, 
with a maximum speed of 100 kilometres (62 mi.) per hour. 
The driver can take one passenger, but the car’s creator says he 
wants to make some improvements to the interior. Just like the 
Batmobile in the movies, this version has doors that lift up to 
open. It took him 10 months to create the vehicle.

Waterlogged: Two adventurous boaters, thought to be lost 
at sea, were found safe and unharmed after several days in a 
wooden boat off the coast of South Australia. The boat belongs 
to Tony Higgins, who bought it to restore it. His passenger was 
Derek Robinson. The two men putted out from Coffi n Bay, but 
ran into trouble when a propeller broke, slowing them down. 
They didn’t realize they were considered  (missing) and that a 
friend had called authorities when they didn’t show up at their 
destination on time. A huge search ensued, but thankfully, all 
ended well.

Ham for dinner: Those who love a good ham dinner may not 
want to spend as much on a meal as a ham lover from Japan 
did. The piece of ham came from Spain’s Huelva region. The 
buyer, who paid 12,000 Pounds, demanded that the meat come 
from an Iberian pig that was over two years old. The pig had to 
spend 100 days grazing in the mountains, and it had to put on 
at least 100 kilos (220 pounds) from eating nothing but acorns 
and herbs. Then the meat had to be cured for fi ve years, which 
is twice the usual time. Here’s hoping the cut tasted good!

Quoteable Quotes
Hear everything and judge for yourself.” George Eliot
“Sweet are the thoughts that savour of content; The quiet mind 
is richer than a crown.” Robert Greene

What’s Happening
Sept 1-Healthy Waters Lac La Biche, Hylo-Venice Open 
House Join us for an exciting evening learning about and 
discussing the health of our lakes and watersheds! Starting at 
6:00 pm at the Hylo-Venice Agriplex and featuring displays, 
educational resources, and guest speakers!

Oct 1 to 31-The Haunted Hike It’s scary good time at this 
one-of-a-kind Haunted House located in a giant warehouse 
in Vegreville. Do not miss this event, open every weekend in 
October.  This is a tentative date.  Exact dates and hours TBA.  
www.thehauntedhike.ca

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca/whats-happening
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Trivia
1.The Matterhorn is part of which mountain range?
2.What atmospheric layer blocks many ultraviolet rays?
3.Which comet made its closest approach to Earth on July 22, 2020?
4.Who was the creator of the popular sitcom All in the Family?
5.St. Joan of Arc was a national heroine of what country?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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